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**Abstract:** As a result of significant advances in information and communications technology the manufacturing industry is facing revolutionary changes whereby production processes will become increasingly digitised and interconnected cyber-physical systems. A key component of these new complex systems will be intelligent automation and augmented human-robot collaboration. Industrial robots have traditionally been segregated from people in manufacturing systems because of the dangers posed by their operational speeds and heavy payloads. However, considerable developments in intelligent automation means we will soon see autonomous small-scale robotics and safe large-scale robots being used to work more closely and collaboratively with people as part of advanced manufacturing systems. This will not only transform the way people are expected to work and interact with the automation on production tasks but will also involve much more data provision and capture for performance monitoring. This paper describes anticipated issues in further development and implementation of industrial robots that will be able to work collaboratively with human operators and the associated ethical issues that need to be addressed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

It is commonly accepted that we are now at an early stage of a fourth industrial revolution, ‘Industrie 4.0’, in which shop floor environments will be transformed into more automated, integrated and digitally inter-connected cyber-physical systems (CPS) [1]. Advances in the development of computer mediated communications and information technology will not only enable adaptive control of systems but multifarious intelligent interactions between physical and autonomous elements, such as robots [2]. To enhance competitiveness and flexibility, this development of more intelligent systems and ‘cloud manufacturing’ will convert traditional sequential man-machine production processes into more sophisticated assemblages of highly digitised networks which not only communicate internally but also with other systems and organisations externally [3]. Systems will involve greater integration of humans and automation via various components such as informatics, robotics, mobile devices and sensors. Although it is claimed that “Industrie 4.0 is not initiated on a shop floor level” [4] there is no denying that the conventional shop-floor environments will be transformed.

Despite long industrial aspirations for fully automated ‘lights out’ systems with no direct human input it is now clear that manufacturing systems will continue to rely on humans on the shop floor for decision making and dexterity in assembly tasks [5] and increasingly for the supervision and maintenance of technical systems and machines [6]. Traditionally, issues affecting human operators have not been considered sufficiently in the design or redesign of industrial systems despite how significantly human issues and behaviour has been recognised as a major influence on overall system performance [7]. It has long been noted that insufficient consideration of human issues is a root cause of unsuccessful implementation of advanced manufacturing technologies [8]. Although better integration of human factors into the engineering design of industrial systems and work processes is steadily gaining more importance [9] it typically remains a little out of step with the level of attention that is customarily given to developing technical capability. It is reasonable to assume, therefore, that attention to human ethical issues in relation to new more intelligent, interconnected and cyber-physical systems is also likely to be relatively neglected.
Advancing technologies in every area of life mean that humans will need to adapt to increasing levels of intelligent automation, informatics and CPS in their daily protocols and not just at work. However, this paper specifically addresses the impending ethical issues that will inevitably be brought about by the Industrie 4.0 revolution in manufacturing work and focuses particularly on one crucial aspect: the impending escalation of automation and collaborative human-robot systems.

2 INDUSTRIAL HUMAN-ROBOT COLLABORATION DEVELOPMENT

As discussed above, it is expected that future production systems will still rely on work from both humans and automation albeit in new and different arrangements. However, there has been a steady trend over many years of manufacturing organisations seeking to increase levels of automation to improve their competitive advantage, and this is likely to continue as industrial automation will inevitably play a critical role in future CPS and ‘cloud manufacturing’ systems [10]. The problem is that although generally there is better recognition of the importance of human issues, the higher levels of automation in modern production systems have “already been taken far without paying sufficient attention to the specific knowledge, skills and abilities of the human operator” [11]. Thus, there is a need to consider the likely trajectory and impacts of enlarging levels of automation on the human workforce.

To date, people have had to be segregated from medium and large scale industrial robots to protect them from the potential hazards posed by their payload strength and speed. To comply with previous health and safety requirements, industrial robots have not only always been segregated from operators in terms of functional position in the production system but by the use of salient physical guarding / ‘caging’ and safe distance measures. These robots are usually employed upstream in manufacturing systems in order to apply their superior strength and reliability on simple unskilled operations, typically at fully automated stations [12], whilst operators are positioned to apply dextrous and cognitive skills on more complex assembly tasks further downstream [13]. Thus, due to this traditional arrangement, many industrial workforces are already psychologically primed to expect segregation and mistrust proximity to robots on the shop floor. The problem is this segregation of human and robot work tends to reduces work flow efficiency, and it would be preferable if they could be enabled to work more closely together at points in the systems which involve skilled and non-skilled tasks. Thus, the concept of human-robot collaboration refers to the desirable real time union of human and robot in a shared workspace such that production activities are continuous and uninterrupted.

It is becoming increasingly possible to produce systems which will combine advanced control algorithms, metrology and sensory systems to enable humans and robots to work in closer proximity safely but without the same degree of restricted activity [14]. Industry also now has greater availability of force/torque limited robots which mean that physical contact is permitted and accepted if impact is mild enough not to cause harm. However, despite the development of a “solid science base” of human factors knowledge in relation to automation over many years [15] it has been observed that “engineers who develop robots” still tend to lack understanding and / or application of relevant psychological principles such as cognition and perception [16]. This implies that the development of new manufacturing systems may follow the traditional pitfalls of not sufficiently considering human issues.

Ongoing research in the UK has made significant progress in establishing the proof of concept for an exemplar large scale human-robot collaborative work system which combines commercially available robots and electro-sensitive protective all-round (360° and topographical) vision safety monitoring system to create a wholly monitored environment which theoretically should be safer than traditional physical guarding. This programme is progressing, with experimental work moving steadily further towards the stage of shop-floor implementation and integration [17]. Importantly, as part of this programme of work, parallel studies are being conducted to address various human issues. For example, one body of this work is devoted to a comprehensive review of existing international standards governing the design of industrial human-robot collaboration and to developing and verify key system safety features and risk acceptance [18]. Additionally, extensive work has identified key factors likely to influence organisational implementation of human-robot collaboration as well as the individual-level factors likely to affect workers’ adoption of, and trust in, human-robot collaboration systems [19]. In addition to these various projects regarding medium and large scale robots it is also the case
that small scale robots are also being developed for shop floor use; although these will serve as assistive tools they will still technically constitute human-robot collaboration in future digitised systems.

3. ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The transformations that will be brought about by the development of ‘Industrie 4.0’ shop floor environments will be multifarious. Human operators will be required to adapt to a vast number of physical, psychological and social changes to their workplace environments and to the actual nature of the work they do. All of these changes will need to be considered and managed appropriately to ensure human factors and ethics are adequately addressed in the dual interests of supporting both the wellbeing of the workforce and the success of technological developments and productivity. In this paper we are focusing specifically on the potential ethical issues surrounding human-robot collaboration and the significant transformation of the human role that it will bring to many members of the global manufacturing workforce.

As discussed, there is now a wide confidence and acceptance that people will still be required to work within future manufacturing systems, despite increased levels of automation. Indeed, it is the very escalation of automation that will bring one of the biggest changes to the human role. Not only will a large number of operators now need to be retrained and upskilled to replace their manual production tasks with more supervisory and monitoring roles there will also be a requirement for many members of the workforce to work directly with industrial robots in shared-zone collaborative systems. So, it is important that ethical issues are considered with respect to the management of this significant change so that we can help operators move from traditional methods and manual activities to new supervisory control roles and requirements and optimise the success of new systems. Although there are a great many potential issues to be deliberated and discussed in this area the following sections of this paper now consider three anticipated key areas: protection from harm, informed choice and confidentiality and performance data monitoring; these are now discussed in turn.

3.1 Protection from (psychological) harm

Firstly, the new expectation for a human to even venture near to an industrial robot will require a new mind set and level of trust. Traditional physical measures to segregate industrial robots from operators will have established distinct and visible proximity boundaries which prevented contact, sending out an abundantly clear message to the surrounding workforce that the industrial robot is a danger and is to be avoided and kept at distance. This message will also have been reinforced via training, operational protocols and safety communications and requirements. Thus, although the monitoring capabilities of new human-robot collaboration systems means they should be inherently safer than traditional physical guarding measures, introducing the concept of human-robot collaboration will demand a completely new way of thinking which will require operators to change their long-standing traditions and attitudes towards robots.

Increasing availability of smaller and lighter force/torque limited robots which allow limited physical contact have already begun to change and challenge traditional attitudes to industrial applications of intelligent automation. Their safety is supported by various studies and reviews which have set acceptable levels of collision impact and injury. However, although implementation of these more ‘harmless’ systems allow greater human-robot collaboration and worker compliance with CPS there is little in the literature to suggest that we know how workers themselves feel about the possibility of experiencing a ‘safe’ collision with one of these systems. Moreover, there appears to be little provision of information or communication exchange with workers with which we can determine the extent to which they are content with prescribed acceptable levels of collision impact and risk.

Additionally, future intelligent systems and robotics will inevitably comprise higher levels of autonomy and mobility on the shop floor, with advanced capabilities for self-learning and adaptation. These higher functions will obviously bring different impacts and demands to human operators, as they will not only have to accept that the system is adaptive but will also may be required to adapt their own behaviour in return. So again, although systems will undoubtedly be developed with sufficient technical and scientific robustness, and from this may be attributed with an acceptable safety rating, there is little evidence that we are addressing ethical issues surrounding potential psychological impacts and workers’ education / acceptance.
Ethically then, whereas physical guarding measures have been in place to prevent physical harm we now need to consider more the potential for psychological harm, as asking individuals to change their assumptions of danger or accept prescribed levels of risk acceptability may infuse various psychological concerns and anxieties. We cannot simply expect individuals to adopt a new concept of industrial robots that conflicts directly with what they have learned previously without supporting and educating them. Ethical considerations surrounding protection of individual operators must therefore be incorporated into training and remedial interventions within organisations – but to do this we need to first improve our understanding of potential impacts and relevant ethical issues.

As with all human-robot collaboration scenarios, these are going to bring significant changes to work practices and to optimise the chances of success they should not be imposed on workforces without good change management involving analysis of impacts linked to adjustment coping strategies.

3.2 Informed choice and deception
As outlined above, we need to consider and upscale our consideration of the changes that will be brought about by new ‘Industrie 4’ shop floor robotic systems. In order to foster a new outlook and sense of trust from operators it will be important to provide human-robot collaboration training with fairly comprehensive information about the functionality and reliability of the human-robot system so that they are fully aware of user protocols and levels of risk. Without enlightening potential users there will be a large risk of unsuccessful adoption and lack of trust development. Ethically, it is not only important to build up user trust in the human-robot systems but to do so based on the user being made aware of the facts and not via any form of misinformation or deception so that individuals are able to make an informed choice whether to accept the new role change.

Amongst the ethical issues concerning the introduction of such a new way of working and the requirements for attitude change / re-education that it will bring, there is also a question of voluntary redeployment and role change. Although workers must obviously comply with reasonable practices and procedures laid down by the organisation it would not be advantageous to force anyone to work in a system they do not trust or which causes them anxiety as this will also contribute to illness and therefore will not be in the interests of the worker or the organisation. Thus, such a significant change in work practices should not be imposed on workforces without analysis of the impacts with them linked to a provision of readjustment coping strategies. Additionally, an alternative issue would be how to manage the education and role change for an individual who perhaps does not mind taking on a new role in collaborative work with the robot but does not want to lose personal skills they have attained / built up over the years.

3.3 Confidentiality and performance data monitoring
A key feature of impending ‘Industrie 4’ manufacturing systems will be its inevitable collection and distribution of ‘big data’ via the various networks and interfaces between sensors, informatics, robotics and people. Collaborative human-robot sub-systems will no longer be designed to simply involve mechanistic joint ‘turn-taking’ tasks, but will instead involve more complex interactions with other system elements and distributed systems of multiple robots and people. As part of the management of ‘big data’ systems these interactions will involve human data capture. It is inevitable that in many cases data will not just be delivered to the human-robot system but will also be collected from the human either deliberately as part of system performance monitoring or just as a by-product of the system’s informatics inter-connectivity. This means that increased informatics and augmented reality capabilities of more highly digitised systems are likely to capture human data directly or indirectly, overtly or covertly. Obviously any data which could be linked to identifiable individuals should still need to comply with data protection protocols which would normally require subject awareness and permission. However, it is not yet clear how the systemic data capture of future systems will differ from current performance data management and therefore how it may need to be managed differently to maintain personal protection and ethical suitability.

Higher levels of data capture may or may not increase personal identification and scrutiny, but an important ethical issue to consider is how well we address human concerns about intrusion. Of course if we do foresee an inevitable increase in the level of personal monitoring and scrutiny this may constitute a considerable change which would require new protocols. Thus, the ethical issues surrounding the capture and management of data systems should be considered in advance.
4. CONCLUSION

Robot ethics in relation to the impacts of forthcoming ‘Industrie 4’ manufacturing systems is a relatively new area for research and development. Ongoing research at Cranfield University has begun to explore the psychological impacts of industrial human-robot collaboration, including human trust, and the key organisational factors that are likely to influence implementation of collaborative systems [19, 20]. However, with the development of this body of knowledge still in its infancy the issues presented here are intended to raise awareness for future development and debate, alongside the progress of technological developments. Our motivation is that safe and ethical systems can be designed, and successfully implemented and adopted by manufacturing organisations and their human workforces.
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